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Abstract
The metro map is a type of diagram that illustrates transportation network. The automated method for visualisation of graphs with metro map layout is a challenge. In this paper two method for metro map automatic visualization is proposed. These methods use theory of graph and a grid for node coordination. In second method a temperature for graph is considered and the position of node is changed according to simulated annealing. The results show that these algorithms can produce good Metro Maps. The first algorithm has a good result for the graphs with many connections and the second is better for very dense graphs.
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1. Introduction
The metro map is a type of diagram that is used for illustrating transportation networks. Designing a schematic map today is still a challenge. Metro map visualizes the interconnections of rail road networks, and people are able to use it quickly. Many people around the world know how to read route maps for metros and buses [1]. The metro map can be presented as a graph; it consists of a set of lines which have intersections or overlaps. In all metro maps it is common to consider the graph in which, metro stations are considered as vertices and their interconnections as edges. The lines are straightened and restricted to horizontals, verticals and diagonals at 45°. For forming a good metro map layout, a set of aesthetic criteria should be defined. Traditionally, metro maps are drawn manually [2] and there was no automatic way to produce this diagram; the cartographer must decide where to put the stations and how to draw the lines in the diagram. In complex and large networks it is not simple. In the other hand this kind of diagram could be used as metaphor for abstract entities. The metro map diagram is easy to use and understanding hence it can be use for illustrate the data and relationship between them. For example in [3] it is used for organizing web-based learning resources. There are different types of this usage [4, 5, and 6]. First, we have to know what kind of map is suitable for metro map and what is a “nice” metro map? The map should be as readable and clear as possible without displaying unnecessary details [4]. The lines in the map must be displayed horizontally, vertically or diagonally at 45°. This final layout is called “octilinear “layout. The final map must have as minimum bends as possible without edge crossing and overlapping of labels. Hong and al. [1] proposed five methods. For automatic drawing metro map; they used a modified embedded spring system. Stott and Rodger [1] are investigating another approach with considering multi criteria optimization. Nollenburg and Wolff [7], is proposing an automated method by the definition of hard and soft constraint.

2. Preliminaries
In this section the main concepts in graph drawing is reviewed. In the state of the art the related work is described and in the final section the new algorithm is proposed.

2.1 Graphs
Graphs are important because they can be used to represent essentially any relationship between entities. Graphs visualize the information for the users, and provide important information about the objects. For example, graphs can model a network of roads, with cities as vertices and roads between cities as edges. A nice layout of graph aids user to find immediately the information that he is looking for.

A graph \( G = (V, E) \), consists of a set of vertices \( V \), \( |V|=n \), and a set of edges \( E \), \( |E|=m \). An edge is a pair \( e= (u, v) \), \( u, v \in V \). Two adjacent vertexes are connected by an edge. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges that incident to this vertex. A path in \( G \) is a sequence of distinct vertices of \( G \) like \( (v_1, v_2...v_i) \) such that \( vi+1 \in E \) for \( i < l \).

A graph is called planar if it can be drawn in the plan without edge crossing.

In this paper, we need to use another definition of a graph based on lines. So, our problem, a graph \( G= (V, E, P) \), will consist of a set of vertex \( V \), a set of edges \( E \), and a set of paths \( P \). In any path there are many nodes with degree two.

2.2 Graph layout
Graph drawing applies topology and geometry to draw two and three-dimensional representation of graphs. Very different layouts can correspond to the same graph. There are different graph layout strategies. Fig.1 shows an example of a graph layout. In straight line drawing each edge is drawn as the straight line between the vertices. Orthogonal layout the edges are drawn as polygonal chains of horizontal and vertical line segments. We will use the octilinear layout for metro map drawing. In octilinear layout all edges are horizontally, vertically or 45°. The advantage of using this layout in comparison of orthogonal layout is that the maximum possible vertex degree increases from 4 to 8. Some drawings are better
than the others. Aesthetic criteria attempt to characterize readability of a layout. Various attempts have been made to specify the readability of a layout that comprises:

- minimize crossings
- minimize area
- minimize bends (in orthogonal drawings)
- minimize slopes (in polyline drawings)
- maximize smallest angle
- maximize display of symmetries.

In the other hand there are graphical properties for readability of a layout. For example the shape and size and color of vertices; the shape (curve, line), thickness and color of edges. In any algorithmic method of graph drawing these properties are left to the decision of user. Another property that must be taken into account is the graph labeling. The size and place of labels are important to minimize overlaps.

2.3 Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing is a very general optimization method, which stochastically simulates the slow cooling of a physical system. The idea is that there is a cost function H which associates a cost with a proposing change and their accepting or rejecting each change. Having proposed a change we may evaluate the change in H. The proposed change may be accepted or rejected by the criterion; if the cost function decreases the change is accepted. The system soon reaches a state in which none of the proposed changes can decrease the cost function. The simulated annealing is used in our method. In second method, a temperature is calculated for the system, which is remembered for each movement where $t$. The node is moved to the location that has the smallest value of $t$. When selecting a position to move a node there are a number of points that need to be considered: the total value of the weighted criteria, $t$, whether or not another node occupies that grid intersection; whether moving the node would occlude other nodes or edges; how far to move the node; whether the distance to move the node is reduced with each iteration (cooling); and whether the cyclic ordering of edges incident to a node would change [1]. In each movement for a node, the initial value of $t$, is $t_0$. The nodes are moved to the location that has the smallest value of $t$. When selecting a position to move a node there are a number of points that need to be considered: the total value of the weighted criteria, $t$; whether or not another node occupies that grid intersection; whether moving the node would occlude other nodes or edges; how far to move the node; whether the distance to move the node is reduced with each iteration (cooling); and whether the cyclic ordering of edges incident to a node would change [1]. In each movement for a node, the initial value of $t$, is $t_0$. The nodes are moved to the location that has the smallest value of $t_0$. Force directed algorithms are used for graph drawing but they introduce a lot of edge crossing. F. Bertault [8] has proposed an algorithm based on a force-directed approach. A force $F(v)$, for each node $v$, is computed. Then each node is moved in the direction of $F(v)$. Three kinds of forces are considered: the attraction forces between nodes, the repulsion forces between each pair of nodes, and the repulsion forces between nodes and edges [8]. For each node, $v$ a zone $Z(v)$ is associated that preserves the crossing properties between edges. This zone is divided into eight zones. For each node the size of the zones is updated. PrEd algorithm produces drawings which are more aesthetically pleasing that the initial layout and the final layout of a given graph has the same embedding as the original graph [9]. Hong and Merrick [9] have investigated the new problem of automatic metro map layout. They have defined a set of aesthetic criteria and presented a method to produce the layout automatically. They have combined several different criteria.

3. Related works

Automatic drawing a graph with a desired layout is a challenge. For octilinear drawing some methods are proposed. Each method has several advantage and disadvantage. Nollenberg and Wolff [7] have investigated an algorithm for automatically drawing metro maps. A planar graph $G$ with maximum degree 8 and a set of paths or cycles, $L$, is considered. A list of soft and hard constraints is specified. Then they have shown that it is NP-hard to decide whether a drawing of $G$ can satisfying all hard constrains. They have presented a mixed-integer linear program (MIP) which finds a drawing that fulfills all hard constraints. This program optimizes a weighted sum of costs corresponding to the soft constraints. They have shown how to include vertex labels in the drawing [7]. The authors have implemented this approach for six real-world examples. Stott and Rodgers in [1] have proposed an automatic method for drawing metro maps. They have considered the metro map as a graph. The graph is embedded on an integer square grid. It is important to mention that more than one node does not share the same grid intersection. In the case of contention for a particular intersection, the node being snapped should be moved to the nearest grid intersection that is vacant [1]. They have implemented a total of eight criteria. Each criterion measures some geometric property of the map such as the length of edges or edges crossings and is weighted. The nodes and labels are repositioned such that the total of the weighted criteria is always reduced. Hill climbing algorithm is based on the total of the weighted criteria, $t$, which $r$ has given by:

$$I= w_1 c_1 + w_2 c_2 + w_3 c_3 + w_4 c_4 + w_5 c_5$$

Which $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, $c_4$, $c_5$ denote respectively the number of edge crossings, the edge length, the angular resolution, the line straightness and four-gonality respectively. An initial value of $t$, is $t_0$. The nodes are moved to the layout that has the smallest value of $t$. When selecting a position to move a node there are a number of points that need to be considered: the total value of the weighted criteria, $t$; whether or not another node occupies that grid intersection; whether moving the node would occlude other nodes or edges; how far to move the node; whether the distance to move the node is reduced with each iteration (cooling); and whether the cyclic ordering of edges incident to a node would change [1]. In each movement for a node, the initial value of $t$, is $t_0$. The node is moved to the location in $T$ that has the smallest value of $t_0$. Force directed algorithms are used for graph drawing but they introduce a lot of edge crossing. F. Bertault [8] has proposed an algorithm based on a force-directed approach. A force $F(v)$, for each node $v$, is computed. Then each node is moved in the direction of $F(v)$. Three kinds of forces are considered: the attraction forces between nodes, the repulsion forces between each pair of nodes, and the repulsion forces between nodes and edges [8]. For each node, $v$ a zone $Z(v)$ is associated that preserves the crossing properties between edges. This zone is divided into eight zones. For each node the size of the zones is updated. PrEd algorithm produces drawings which are more aesthetically pleasing that the initial layout and the final layout of a given graph has the same embedding as the original graph [9]. Hong and Merrick [9] have investigated the new problem of automatic metro map layout. They have defined a set of aesthetic criteria and presented a method to produce the layout automatically. They have combined several different criteria.
layout methods. The algorithms that they have utilized are
GEM algorithm, PrEd algorithm and a magnetic spring
algorithm. They have added magnetic spring forces to the
spring embedded model. Edges are drawn straight-line,
without bends. First, each graph is simplified by removing the
nodes of degree two. In their methods the following criteria
are used for producing a good metro map layout:

C1: Each line is drawn as straight as possible.
C2: No edge crossings are present.
C3: No overlapping of labels occurs.
C4: Lines are mostly horizontal or vertical, with some at
45°.
C5: Each line is drawn distinctly, with a unique color [9].

They have designed layout methods based on the first four
these criteria. They have investigated five different methods:
(1) Method 1: The GEM algorithm.

(2) Method 2: The GEM algorithm with edge weights
   – Simplifying the metro map graph G’
   – Producing a layout L’ of G’ using GEM algorithm with
     edge weighted
   – Reinserting the removed vertices.
(3) Method 3: Modifying PrEd algorithm with edge weights
   – Simplifying metro map graph
   – Producing an initial layout of G’ using GEM algorithm
   – Producing a better layout using PrEd algorithm by
     edges weights
   – Reinserting the removed vertices.
(4) Method 4: Modifying PrEd algorithm with edge weights
    and orthogonal magnetic spring algorithm
   – Simplifying the metro map
   – Producing an initial layout using GEM algorithm
   – Producing a better layout using PrEd algorithm by
     including edge weights an orthogonal magnetic field
     forces
   – Reinserting the removed vertices.
(5) Method 5: Modifying PrEd algorithm with edge weights,
    orthogonal and 45° magnetic forces
   – Simplifying the metro map graph
   – Producing an initial layout using GEM algorithm
   – Producing a better layout using PrEd algorithm with
     edge weights, orthogonal and 45°magnetic forces
   – Reinserting the removed vertices.

All of this method has their advantage and disadvantage. The
Hong and Merrick method do not present a good layout. In
Stott and Rodgers method, there are several edges which aren’t
octilinear. The Nollenburg and Wolff method has a good final
layout but their method is difficult to apply.

4. New Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the metro map layout problem and
propose a new method for automated drawing of metro map.
These methods are simple and produce the result in acceptable
time.

4.1 The Metro Map Layout Problem

Let G= (V, E, P), be the plane input metro map graph,
consisting of a set of vertices V; |V|=n, and a set of paths P.
We consider that G is planar. If it is not planar, we planarize it
by adding some dummy vertices. For simplification, we
consider the maximum degree of vertices is 8. The main
problem of this map layout is defined as follows:

Input: a metro map graph G with a set of paths.
Output: an octilinear layout of G.

First, we explain the preprocessing step. The degree of each
node v in graph is calculated; according to the number of
crossing edges. For each path; P_i= |v_i| I{1<=i<=n}; a degree of
path is calculated; by calculating the sum of degree of its
vertices.

\[ \text{Degree } P_i= \sum_{v_i \in P_i} \deg v_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The path that has the maximum degree is called the Maximum
path in the graph. We simplify G by removing the vertex of
degree-2. These nodes do not contribute to the initial
embedding. The resulting graph contains intersection nodes and
nodes with degree one (extension). In our approach, the
graph is embedded onto an integer square grid (fig.2.). The
size of the grid is defined by g, that g is calculated by:

\[ g=2^* \text{ (long of Maximum path)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This guarantees the sufficient space for embedding the graph
in the grid. The Maximum path is put in the middle of grid. For
each node, 8 directions are considered. The 8 directions is
shown in fig.3. Two methods for embedding the graph in the
grid, is proposed. In method 1, the nodes are put in grid
according to the 8 directions around each node. In the method
2 each node has a weight corresponding to the number of
degree-2 nodes that are removed. The temperature of the
system is defined as weights. In each iteration in this method
the temperature is calculated and if it is not zero the position
of the weighted nodes is updated. Each time that a node is put
in grid this step is reiterated. This guarantees the uniform
edges.

4.2 Method 1

For each node of the Maximum path, all of its neighbors are
put in the directions (for each node of Maximum path the
direction 1 and 3 are already occupants). Then for the new
neighbors, this step is repeated and this step is repeated until
all of nodes, are put in grid. After this step, all nodes of degree
two are inserted. Finally, each node has coordinated in grid
and all lines are horizontally, vertically or 45°.

Fig.2 the grid for embedded the graph.
4.3 Method 2
Method 2 is used as a preprocessing step, after removing the degree-2 nodes; consider nodes weight according to the number of the degree-2 nodes that is removed. In each iteration, after having put the nodes in grid, the temperature of graph is updated this is the sum of weights of the node in grid. If it is not zero, the position of nodes is updated. There is a repulsive force between two nodes that have a weight. This repulsive force is computed and the position of nodes weighted, is changed. Their position change according to the number of nodes that are deleted. This step is repeated until all nodes are put in grid and the temperature of system is zero. The result is a graph with octilinear layout, and the length of edges is uniform.

Fig. 3 the 8 direction for each nod in grid.

Fig.4 the main loop of method 1 and method 2.

5. Conclusion
The Metro Map Metaphor can be used for visualising abstract information. A Metro Map can be shown as a graph. The automated method for visualisation of graphs is a challenge. In this work we have studied the problem of automatically drawing metro maps. We have proposed two methods for automated drawing metro maps. In each method, the graph is put in a grid. Then each node has a coordinate and the final graph has an octilinear layout. In second method, the graph is weighted and a temperature is used. In each iteration, the temperature decreases. The final results show that the second method has a good result for the dense graph; and the first method has satisfactory results for the graphs that have many intersections. The examples show that the results have a good octilinear layout, but in some cases there are some label overlaps.

Fig. 5 The result of method 1 and 2, (a) and (b) the initial graph, (c) and (d) the result of method 1, (e) and (d) the result of method 2.
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